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| ABSTRACT 

Recently, Science defined transportation as the most potent component of logistics. In addition, it has an interdependent 

relationship with business logistics. Also, AI is intervened in transportation logistics to solve transportation issues. Also, it is used 

for optimizing and obtaining possible solutions for critical and complex problems. This paper aims to optimize costs and profit 

to get satisfaction for individuals and organizations using AI techniques. A proposed methodology consisted of two phases. The 

first phase discusses data collection, and the second involves applying FGA Artificial Intelligence techniques. A proposed 

Transportation Logistics model was used to determine boundary profit for each Product, and a Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm FGA for 

transportation logistics was done to solve transportation issues. According to that, outcomes were detected by optimizing the 

transportation cost by detecting the parent's and the child's chromosomes, and it took the number of iterations =2000. Also, 

between 100 loops, the best of 5 loops took 1.53 Millie seconds per loop Using GA. Similarly, GA was used for optimizing the 

minimum total cost of the Product also by determining parents and child chromosomes, which took the Number of iterations= 

2000, and among 100 loops, the best five loops took 1.40 ms per loop. Moreover, determining the profit boundary of each 

predicted Product using triangular fuzzy logic shows that the minimum profit is considered between (20 million and 23.9 million), 

while the moderate profit is (24 million), and the maximum profit is more than (24.1 million). 
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1. Introduction 

Business Intelligence (BI) has recently been described as creating future predictions and making decisions easier in the business 

sector. To do that, it needs to perform data analysis using a specific system which is known as Business information systems (BIS). 

That is used in visualizing BI for directors. BIS has various zones of usage, relying on the purposes of the processes and the data 

that is produced (Svenson, 2020). In recent years BI has been considered the most important zone in AI that is used in transforming 

all business sectors into intelligence sectors using AI techniques.  

Artificial Intelligence has become the leading novel in several types of business. With AI, any organization can exchange the human 

element with a technological expert system, as shown in figure 1 (Svenson, 2020). Significant progress and evolution in the 

development of AI algorithms have happened to decide the optimum decisions and effective solutions for multiple issues, as 

shown in figure 2 ( white-paper-artificial-intelligence-in-logistics, 2021). 

 

On this hand, AI was intervening with logistics in multiple zones, such as “solving issues in managing stream of information and 

products, stocking, and especially in solving problems multimodal in transportation “. So, transportation has become the main 

category and the most powerful component in the logistics business (Rondeau T. W. et al., 2005). This way, we can inform that 
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logistics management will not succeed without successful transportation management. Also, this will not be achieved without 

using artificial intelligence techniques. 

 

This paper is focused on how to integrate two areas of AI Techniques, “Fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm techniques,” to solve 

multimodal and multi-complex problems in transportation logistics by applying a proposed Transportation Logistics model for 

determining boundary profit in transportation logistics based on the Proposed Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm “FGA.” 

 

Paper organization. Section II briefly explains the research background. Section III explains the research methodology. Section IV 

explains the proposed model. Section V explains the proposed Algorithm. Section VI illustrates the results of the research. And 

section VII provides the conclusion and recommendation. 

 

 

Figure 1AI Areas in Business Intelligence (BI). 

 

Figure2 Evolutions of AI 
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2. Literature Review 

In the recent past, many articles and papers concentrated on transportation logistics optimization in different zones, such as 

“management, business, Accounting, and Economics.” Recently, research was going ahead on how to make logistics more 

powerful using AI techniques. So, this section will define some articles that spot the light on GA and Fuzzy logic techniques in 

transportation logistics as follows and also make a comparative study for each study. 

A review paper by (Mazin Abed Mohammed et al.; 2014) focused on Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). On this hand, the author 

concluded that GA could solve this issue more efficiently. Moreover, these kinds of issues were considered under the optimization 

problems. 

 

Similarly, (Helong Wang et al.; 2017) proposed a model to optimize ship motor strength to decrease fuel and air rebirth. Also, 

dynamic programming and GA were combined to minimize fuel exhaustion and air rebirth. 

 

Likely, in determining the optimization area, (A.Serban, 2021) analyzed deviations from the mapping schedule for the train line in 

“Bucharest city.” The author builds his optimization model by mapping a schedule in several “nodes, times of the day, and days of 

the week” to build his optimization model. So, the author collected several data to achieve a large number of solutions using GA. 

Moreover, (Andrii Shekhovtsov et al.; 2020) made two new approaches to detect specific and standard decisions to solve 

transportation issues using fuzzy logic. The authors make a case study and test and evaluate its results by detecting the relationship 

between each criterion using multiple techniques. Also, they assess the effectiveness of each criterion using multicriteria decision 

analysis techniques. 

 

Besides, (Aurora Nur Aini et al.; 2021) showed that transportation problems were classified under fuzzy logic. Also, transportation 

issues are a specific case for linear programming. The authors imply that they can solve these issues by converting the fuzzy 

number into a crisp number by ordering the fuzzy number. In addition, the authors showed that there were many applicable 

methods to solve linear transportation problems.  

 

Table I Literature review comparative study. 

Ref. 

no 

Year Algorithm 

Used 

Data Scope Results 

[4] 2017 GA Vehicle routing 

problem VRP 

The authors concluded that VRP is an issue that can go 

under optimization problems using GA  

[7] 2020 FL Transportation issues The authors Build two approaches for detecting a 

specific and a standard decision 

[5] 2021 GA Optimize ship motor 

strength 

Authors make a proposed model used to decrease the 

fuel and air rebirth  

[6] 2021 GA Mapping schedule for 

trainline 

The author maps a schedule for the trainline in several 

nodes. Also, achieve several solutions of nodes. 

[8] 2021 FL Transportation Authors concluded that transportation issues were 

considered Fuzzy Logic and a linear programming 

problem only   

 

According to the above comparison, there is a new zone that our paper focuses on it to be used in transportation optimization 

issues, which is the Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm “FGA”. To solve multi-complex transportation issues. Depending on that, we can 

inform you that our main objective is optimizing profit for companies using FL and minimizing costs for clients using GA, as 

shown in table I. 

 

3. Methodology  

3.1 Logistics based on AI Techniques 

a). Genetic Algorithm: GA is a heuristic search to detect the nearest optimum solution. In addition, it uses techniques that were 

inspired by evolutionary biologies, like “selection, mutation, and crossover” (Genetic Algorithms (GAs), 2021). According to this, in 

our paper, a population will be realized to compute the fitness of everyone in the population. Moreover, it optimizes costs for 

individuals and optimizes profits for organizations. 
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• Triangular Fuzzy Logic: A triangular membership is a function assigned by three parameters like {L, M, U}. 

Triangle (𝑋, 𝐿,𝑀, 𝑈)  =  0 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≤  𝐿  Triangle (𝑋, 𝐿,𝑀, 𝑈)  =  (𝑋 −  𝐿)/ (𝑀 −  𝐿) 𝑖𝑓 𝐿 ≤  𝑥 < 𝑀;  𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 (𝑋, 𝐿,𝑀, 𝑈)  =

 (𝑈 −  𝑋)/ (𝑈 −  𝑀) 𝑖𝑓 𝑀 <  𝑥 ≤  𝑈; Triangle (𝑋, 𝐿,𝑀, 𝑈)  =  0 𝑖𝑓 𝑈 ≤  𝑋;                                  Eq.(1) 

as shown in FGA Algorithm “Algorithm 1”.  

So, depending on this theory, the usage of triangular fuzzy logic will be powerful for detecting if the profit of any organization is 

“low profit or moderate profit or maximum profit”. 

b) Phase1: Data Collection 

In this phase, the dataset will be defined. Then, products will be classified according to their types and costs.  

Moreover, costs will be divided into fixed, variable, internal, external, depreciation, and Prices.  

In addition to all those categories, transportation cost and total cost for each Product will be computed as shown in figure 3[10]. 

c). Phase2: Applying FGA Artificial Intelligence Technique 

Calculate transportation cost; then apply the GA technique to achieve the nearest optimum solution, In addition to detecting the 

minimum transportation costs. After that, calculating the total cost for each Product to be useful for predicting the optimum 

solution using GA, as shown in figure 4. After all, compute the profit for each Product using triangular fuzzy logic to get the 

boundary profit. Finally, the analysis is used to measure if prices influence each Product's demand and supply. Moreover, achieving 

satisfaction for clients and companies through minimizing costs and maximizing profit is shown in figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 2 Research Methodology Phase1. 

 

Figure 3Research Methodology phase2_stage1 
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Figure 4 Research Methodology phase2_stage2 

4. Proposed Transportation Logistics Model 

The paper's main goal is to optimize profit for each Product. An enhanced model will be constructed and discussed in seven steps, 

as shown in figure 6.  

Step 1. Gathering information. 

Dataset collected from the Egyptian portal for transportation from the year “2014” to the year “2020”.  

Step 2. Define datasets that will be used. 

Prices for both consumers and products were defined by using Pandas for reading dataset.csv. 

Step 3. Classify product items and costs. 

Data learning, data transformation, and feature selection were made to pick correlated columns using visualization libraries 

matplotlib and seaborn.   

Step 4. Compute internal costs, external costs, transportation costs, total costs, and profit for each Product. 

Using stat and SciPy libs for statistics using NumPy lib for transforming the selected features to a 2D array, In addition to getting 

transportation costs, total costs, and profit. 

Step 5. Find the nearest optimum solution for the above situations using GA, which are: 

• Transportation costs (get minimum costs). 

• Total costs (get minimum costs) for each Product. 

• Profit (get maximum profit) for each Product. 

•  

Step 6. Get the boundary profit value of each Product using triangular fuzzy logic. Using SKFUZZY to compute the fuzzy triangular 

for products.   
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Figure 5 A Proposed Transportation Logistics model for Determining boundary profit for each Product. 

5. Proposed Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm (FGA) 

A proposed Algorithm was added to the algorithm of “Genetic Algorithm for Transportation logistics” (Emam, O., 2021) to solve 

complex transportation logistics problems using AI techniques, in addition to obtaining both “Customers and Organizations” 

satisfaction. Besides determining the boundary profit value for each Product, Simultaneously check whether the predicted Product 

is useful for Egyptian marketing or not. The FGA algorithm is used to know if it can gain “Maximum, Moderate, or Minimum” profit 

for organizations. Moreover, to optimize transportation costs and total costs to gain customer satisfaction. The proposed algorithm 

“FGA” consists of five steps. Each step is used to compute a specific cost. Also, to determine the minimum transportation cost and 

the minimum total cost. 

• The first step is conducted to know how to compute the transportation cost via specific parameters, which are (Accounting 

costs “ACC”, Opportunity costs "OPC”), to get the Internal costs “IC”. Also, determined (Social Costs “SC”, Private Costs 

“PC”) to get the External Costs “EXC”; as well as to get the transportation costs by adding the internal cost to the external 

cost. 

• The second step is used to optimize the nearest optimum solution using GA to get the minimum Transportation cost. 

Also, getting the minimum total cost was dependent on the results of optimizing the transportation cost.  

• The third step is used to compute the total cost, as shown in algorithm 1. Total cost “tc” = the summation of Average 

Fixed Cost “AVG.FC” and the Average of Variable Cost “AVG.VC”. After that, multiply the result by the quantity” Q”.  

• The fourth step is used to compute the Maximum profit for each element by determining the Total Revenue “TR” in which 

TR equals the multiplication of Price and Quantity; Then, compute the profit “PR” by obtaining the difference between 

the “TR” and the “tc”. 

• The fifth step describes how to compute the boundary profit using the triangular fuzzy logic theory. Which “L” refers to 

Lower profit, “M” refers to Moderate profit, and “U” refers to Upper profit, as shown in Algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm1: FGA Algorithm for transportation logistics.  

Input: Fixed cost, Variable cost, Transportation cost, Depreciation cost, Price. 

Output: Determine boundary profit for each Product. 

Procedure:  

 

Step 1: Compute TC for each Product. 

- IC= ∑ (ACC, OPC) 
Where IC= Internal Cost 

            ACC= Accounting Costs 

            OPC= Opportunity Costs 

- EXC= SC + (− PC) 
Where EXC= External Cost  

             SC= Social Costs 

             PC= Private Costs 

- TC= ∑ (IC, EXC) 
Where: 

 TC= Transportation Cost 

- Get a minimum of TC for each product "Go to step 2". 

 

Step 2: Find the nearest optimum solution using GA. 

- Produce a random initial population. 

- Compute Fitness for each chromosome in the population  

Where: 

f(x)c= 
𝑪𝒉𝒓𝒐𝒎𝒐𝒔𝒐𝒎𝒆 𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔

∑𝒊
𝑵 𝑪𝒉𝒓𝒐𝒎 𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔

 

f(x)c= Fitness function of Chromosome in population 

- Choose the chromosome with the highest fitness. 

- Set crossover for parents and exchange chromosome parts to produce a new child. 

- Compute the Fitness function of new chromosomes  

Where: 

f(x)nc= 
𝑪𝒉𝒓𝒐𝒎𝒐𝒔𝒐𝒎𝒆 𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔

∑𝒊
𝑵 𝑪𝒉𝒓𝒐𝒎 𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔

 

f(x)nc= fitness function of new chromosome  

- Set mutation to represent a random search to present change in one randomly selected gene 

in a chromosome. 

- Stop N when GA finds the nearest optimum solution. 

Where: 

N= Number of Iteration  

 Step 3: Compute the total cost for each Product.  

- tc= ∑ ((AVG. FC), (AVG. VC))  × Q 

Where tc= total cost 

           AVG. FC= Average of Fixed Cost 

           AVG.VC= Average of Variable Cost 

            Q= quantity 

- Go to step2 to get the nearest optimum solution of minimum tc for each Product. 

Step4: Go to step 2 to find the maximum profit for each Product. 

- TR= P × Q 

- PR= ∑ (TR (− tc)) 
Where: TR= Total Revenue 

             PR= Profit  

             P= Price 

Q= Quantity 

Step5: Compute boundary profit value using Triangular Fuzzy Logic  
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- µA(𝒙) =

{
 
 

 
 

𝒙−𝑳

𝑴−𝑳
       𝒊𝒇 𝐿 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑀

𝟏                  𝒊𝒇 𝒙 = 𝑴
𝑼−𝒙

𝑼−𝑴
       𝒊𝒇 𝑴 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝑈

𝟎           𝒊𝒇 𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆

 

 

Where: L= lower value  

             M= Center Value 

             U= Upper Value  

- Select boundary profit. 

End Procedure 

 

6. Results 

Dataset was collected from the Egyptian portal for transportation from the year 2014 to the year 2020. Moreover, it consists of 

three main types: Land Lines, Marine Lines, and Air Lines. The consequences derived from this paper have consisted of multiple 

stages: 

 

Before describing those stages, we must do data cleaning for our dataset to delete the outliers before implementing it. In addition 

to outcomes, a perfect correlation using the heatmap tool and description for the dataset is done, as shown in tables II, III, IV, and 

figure 7, to make results more accurate.  

 
Table II Dataset before Data Cleaning 

 
 

• Stage 1: Transportation Cost calculations for each Product 

According to this stage, we must determine all types of Transportation, the internal costs (Accounting cost, Opportunity cost), and 

External costs (Social costs, Opportunity cost) for each Product to be computed as shown in table V. 

 

       IC =  ∑ (ACC, OPC)             Eq. (2) 

       EXC =  SC + (−PC)             Eq. (3) 

       TC =  ∑ (IC, EXC)                 Eq. (4) 
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Table III Dataset after Data Cleaning 

 
 

 
Figure 7 Data correlation 

• Stage 2: find the nearest optimum transportation cost using GA 

In this stage, the nearest optimum solution for Transportation cost was detected using GA as shown in Algorithm1. Moreover, this 

stage was divided into three steps as follows: 

 

Step1: Population Initialization  

First, generate a population and define the number of Chromosomes ranging from “1 to 378” chromosomes using NumPy lib and 

refer to it as a set of {X}as shown in figure 8. 

 

Then, split it into {X1 & X2} and encode each possible solvent as binary code “0s & 1s”. 
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Step2: compute fitness function from the random binary chromosomes vector bits as shown in figure 9 as shown in Algorithm 1 

step 2. 

Table IV Data Description after Data cleaning 

 

Table III Transportation Cost Calculation 

 
 

• Step3: Compute crossover and mutation. 

For implementing this step, we select some chromosomes from one vector {X1} and some else from the other vector {X2} for 

making a crossover. To generate the children population by computing child fitness function as shown in Algorithm 1 step 2.  

After that, make a mutation and choose a random chromosome by changing its nature from 0s to 1s and vice versa. 

 

Then, get the initial solvent population {P} where P= Population size and population size= 30. The fitness function retrieves the 

best solvent and obtains the minimum transportation cost in the population according to each iteration, where the number of 

iterations = 2000, as shown in figure 10.  

 

Finally, figure 11 shows the behavior of the fitness function for all populations during its implementation.  
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Figure 8 Generating sample of Transportation cost population 

 

Figure 9 Array transformation to 0s and 1s after computing fitness function for parent chromosomes in Transportation Cost. 

 

Figure 10 Array of minimum transportation cost after computing fitness function for children's chromosomes. 

• Stage 3: compute the total cost for each Product and get the nearest optimum total cost using GA 

The total cost for each Product was computed using the following equation as shown in Algorithm 1 and Table VI. 

 

tc =  ∑ ((AVG. FC), (Avg. VC))  × Q     Eq. (5) 

 

On the other hand, to get the nearest optimum total cost using GA, also, this stage was divided into three steps, the same as in 

the previous stage. so we will repeat the steps to get the nearest solvent which is the minimum total cost where the number of 

iterations =2000, as shown in figure 12, figure 13, and figure 14. Finally, figure 15 shows the behavior of the total cost fitness 

function for all populations during its implementation. 
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Figure 11 fitness function behavior for transportation cost population through implementation 

 
Table VI Results of Total Cost Calculation for each Product 

 
 

 
Figure 12 Generating Sample of Total cost population. 
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• Stage 4: Calculating profit for each predicted Product 

After predicting the nearest optimum total cost, we will compute the total revenue for each predicted Product; After that, we 

compute the profit for each predicted by the following equations as shown in Algorithm 1 “step 4”.  

 

TR =  P × Q                Eq. (6) 

PR =  ∑(TR(−tc))    Eq. (7) 

 

Also, the following table VII will show the results of these equations. Finally, calculate the correlation for the final dataset and get 

the description for it before transforming data into bins to find the boundary profit, as shown in figure 16 and table VIII. 

 

 
Figure 13 Array transformation to 0s and 1s after computing fitness function for parent chromosomes in total cost. 

 
Figure 14 Array of the minimum total cost after computing fitness function for children's chromosomes. 

 
Figure 15 fitness function behavior for total cost population through implementation. 

• Stage 5 Computing boundary profit 

Using SKFUZZY lib, take the value of the profit retrieved from detecting the optimum value of profit for products; after that, 

transform these values into bins to get the range of profit as shown in figure 17. On this hand, using triangular fuzzy logic detect 
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that the minimum profit will involve between (20 billion and 23.9 billion), while moderate profit is detected as (24 billion), and the 

maximum profit will be more than (24.1 billion). 

 

• Stage 6 uses the Pandas Matplotlib tool for data visualization after detecting all results derived from FGA Algorithm, as shown 

in figure 18. 

 

 
Figure 16 Whole Dataset Correlation. 

Table VII final dataset description 
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Figure 17 boundary profit using triangular fuzzy logic. 

 

 

Figure 18 Data visualization using the Matplotlib tool 
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Table VII Results of calculating total revenue and profit. 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations  

AI has become the most powerful technique in business since it is embroiled in many fields specified in business logistics. AI 

entered and became an integral part of logistics, especially in transportation logistics, to solve complex and multimodal problems. 

The main objective of this paper, as discussed previously, is “how to obtain optimization between any organization's profits and 

customer satisfaction using AI techniques?”.   

Our main contribution to this paper was made by making a proposed Transportation Logistics model and FGA algorithm for 

obtaining both organization and customer satisfaction.  

A dataset was collected from the “Egyptian Portal for Transportation” from 2014 to 2020.  

Dataset was divided into three main categories, “landline, marine line, and airline”. Results that were derived from using GA show 

that minimizing the transportation cost took a “2000” number of iterations. Also, it took the “2000” number of iterations to minimize 

total cost and took the best of 5: 1.53 MS (millisecond)/ loop of time for minimizing transportation cost and the best of 5: 1.40 

MS/ loop for minimizing total cost. 

In this way, minimizing transportation costs and the total cost of each Product will affect customer satisfaction for purchasing 

products at a possible price. 

After that, the total profit was identified and transformed into estimated values by dividing them into bins using triangular fuzzy 

logic “SKFUZZY tool” to generate the ranges of profit that derived the target, which is optimizing total profit for products in the 

organizations. According to that, organizations will reach their goals. The results show that the minimum profit will be involved 

between (20 billion and 23.9 billion), while moderate profit is detected as (24 billion), and the maximum profit is more than (24.1 

billion). 

So, in this research paper, we can advise organizations to use the proposed FGA Algorithm and the proposed model for facilitating 

the prediction of redistribution of producing the products based on its time. Moreover, it will enable organizations to predict how 

to insert a new line of products based on the profit that will be detected. It will also facilitate how to detect the demand and the 

supply for each Product. 

Finally, we can recommend and announce the future work of this paper, which will be a new area in AI methods that involves three 

AI techniques together to solve multimodal and hardest issues, which are the Neuro-Fuzzy-Genetic Algorithm “NFGA” that can be 

integrated for solving the hardest and most complex problems.   
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Notation: 

BI Business Intelligence  

BIS Business Information System 

FGA Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm  

DC/P Depreciation Cost per Product 

SC/P Social Cost per Product   

PC/P: Private Cost per Product  

EC/P External Cost per Product  

AC/P Accounting Cost per Product  

OC/P Opportunity Cost per Product  

IC/ P Internal Cost per Product  

Q_Kilo Quantity of Products measured by Kilo 

TRC/P Transportation Cost per Product 

FC/P Fixed Cost per Product 

AVG_FC Average of Fixed Cost 

VC/P Variable Cost per Product 

AVG_VC Average of Variable Cost 

PR Price per Tones 

TR Total Revenue 
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